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Gravitational Lensing

The Telescope of the 
Universe

_____

I come from a time when the 200-inch Palomar telescope was 

considered really big, but now it’s small potatoes.  Astronomers 

usually talk today about Keck and its relatives as big, and 

speculate about telescopes like OWL (the OverWhelmingly 

Large telescope) as future development targets.  But tonight 

you are going hear about the all-time biggest of them all.  This 

telescope is the Universe itself.  Its lenses can be vast in size -

as big as clusters of galaxies.  And these lenses let us look 

(with surprising detail) at objects as far out as the visible limits 

of the Universe.  Sounds great, but there’s a joker.  We can’t 

arbitrarily pick out what we want look at - we have to settle for a 

small fraction of the possible targets because this telescope is

already pointed at those targets and we can’t move it at our 

whim.  So, let’s find out more about this un-Earthly telescope. 
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What is Gravitational Lensing?

• A natural phenomenon

• General Relativity explains what’s going on

• Occurs when massive objects bend 

electromagnetic radiation passing through 

their neighborhood

• Resembles, in some ways, the actions of 

optical lenses on visible light passing 

through them

Gravitational lensing is a natural phenomenon -we can’t 

control it - it just happens.  It’s General Relativity in 

action. When any kind of electromagnetic radiation (light, 

radio, infrared, X-rays, whatever) passes near a massive 

body, that radiation bends a bit.  This is analogous to 

light passing through a glass lens, but there are 

important differences with gravitational lensing, which we 

will explore shortly.
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Scientific American, as always, is a prime source.    

NASA does a good job explaining stuff in laypersons 

terms, too.  The two “pedias” are quite comprehensive 

and useful.  Google lets me make sure I haven’t missed 

something.  The National Radio Astronomy Observatory 

supplied one of the images you will see, and wants to be 

given credit.   Australian National University’s Research 

School of Astronomy and Astrophysics supplied material 

that you will see near the end of tonight’s session.  When 

I was more than half-way through developing this project, 

an excellent book was published on this topic.  Its scope 

is much more extensive than this presentation, and I 

recommend it to anyone who wants to go further in this 

area.
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Gravitational Lensing...
Some History

• 1912 - Einstein first describes it

• 1914 - First attempt to detect it failed for 
political reasons(!)

• 1919 - Second attempt succeeded.  World-

wide recognition of Einstein’s genius

• 1937 - Zwicky proposes galaxies as lenses

• 1960s - Renewed interest

• 1979 - First full-fledged instance observed  

Let’s take just a minute to peek at history.  Einstein first 

described it in 1912 (incorrectly, but he later fixed that).  

In 1914 a team of German astronomers went to Russia 

to observe an eclipse in the hope proving/disproving 

Einstein’s ideas.  They arrived just in time for the start of 

World War I, and were imprisoned by the Russians (they 

ultimately got home OK).  What the Germans tried to do, 

the English did successfully in 1919.  Einstein made the 

front pages in a way that no other scientist had done up 

to that time.  Not much happened until 1937 when Fritz 

Zwicky published papers suggesting that galaxies would 

make fine lenses, but nobody really got enthused about it 

until  the sixties.  All of which finally led to the discovery  

of a lensed quasar in 1979.   Now, onward to today 
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This is how it works….

Source 
and its 
Image

Massive 

Object Us

This is an idealized picture of how it works. At the left, the 

point in the center is a  light source, and the circle around 

it is the image created by the lens.  In the middle is a 

massive object, say a galaxy.  At the right we are the 

observers.  The cone of light from the source hits the 

massive lens and is bent into a another cone that winds 

up in our eyes or our camera.  So what we see is a ring 

around the source, rather than the source itself.  In the 

perfect world of the diagram, the source, the center of the 

lens and our eye lie on an absolutely straight line and the 

lens itself is a perfect sphere.  In the real world, as you 

will see, this is virtually never the way things are.  But 

there are many instances that are close enough to this 

diagram to be scientifically valuable.
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Comparing Optical and 
Gravitational Lensing

Focus to a Point

“Visible” light

Focus to a Line

All radiation

Glass lenses pass only limited ranges of frequency and are 

generally configured to focus light to a point.   On the other 

hand, gravitational lenses tend to focus objects into a line 

passing from the source through the lens’ center of mass. In 

this case, different parts of the image are in focus at different 

distances from the lensing object.  Since the observer can’t 

move back and forth on that line, nor can the source object 

or the lens, what you see is what you get.   Another 

difference between ordinary glass lenses and gravitational 

lenses is that the latter affect all wavelengths of 

electromagnetic radiation equally. In other words, 

gravitational lensing is intrinsically achromatic. Keep in mind,

however, that  we are talking ideally - point source radiation 

and ideal lenses, conditions that are almost never achieved.
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Any Massive Object 
(Compact or Extended) Can 
Act As A Gravitational Lens 

• Planet
• Star
• Black Hole

• Globular Cluster

• Galaxy

• Galaxy Group/Cluster

• MACHO = MAssive Compact Halo Object

• Dark Matter

Here’s a laundry list of bodies that can act as 

gravitational lenses.  Even big planets produce rather 

puny, but sometimes useful, results. Stars likewise. 

Black holes can reveal their presence by lensing because 

they are massive, even though they don’t radiate (much). 

globular clusters i.e., halo star groupings that orbit a 

galactic core, are generally compact enough to serve for 

lensing  Galaxies and groups or clusters of galaxies are 

great lensers. MACHOS include brown and white 

dwarfs and neutron stars (all these are normal matter). 

and finally,  dark matter can be detected by its lensing 

effect on ordinary radiation.
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But, Gravitational Lensing 
Phenomena Are Fairly Rare

• Source object, lens object, and observer 

must be in nearly perfect alignment

• Relative motions of source and lens 

must lie in reasonable ranges 

• About one in 500 source objects meets 

the alignment criterion

For the effect of a gravitational lens to be observable, the 

source, the center of mass of the lensing object, and the 

observer must lie on or nearly on a straight line.  Some 

applications of gravitational lensing take advantage of the 

relative motion of source, lens and observer.  If the 

relative motions are small it could take years to gain 

enough data to be of useful.  (We’ll talk about this later.)  

Taken together these limitations mean that about 1 in 

500 source objects are candidates for this process.  Even 

if a source object meets these criteria, the images 

depend on other factors, too.
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Resulting Image Depends 
On Several Factors

• Brightness of the source radiation

• Total mass and mass distribution of lens

• Proximity of the radiation to the lens 

mass

• Alignment, relative position, and motions 

of source, lens, and observer

In general, the brighter the source, the brighter the 

image.  The amount and nature of the light bending 

depend on the total mass and the mass distribution of the 

lens.   The amount of bending is also inversely 

proportional to the closest distance to lens mass.  Finally, 

the alignment, relative position , and motions of the 

source, lens, and observer.
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What Kind Of Image Effects 
Can Result?

Well, what kind of effects can we expect?
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Four Kinds….

• Change of position - point sources 
appear moved

• Magnification/Demagnification -

varying amounts, up to +100 times

• Deformation - extended sources 

deform to arcs

• Multiplication - additional pairs of 

images

There are four types The deflection shifts the apparent location of a 

star, galaxy or quasar in the sky. In most cases, this makes little 

difference to observers, because they do not know where the object 

would have been in the absence of lensing. The deflection and 

focusing of light rays affect the apparent brightness of the 

background star or quasar. Although most cosmic sources are de-

magnified slightly, some are magnified more than 100 times.  (More 

about that later.) Extended cosmic objects (such as galaxies) often 

appear stretched along a circle centered on the lens, producing 

banana-shaped arcs. Point sources (such as stars and quasars, 

which are either too small or too distant to see in detail) typically 

remain points.  Strong gravitational lensing can produce multiple 

images.  Additional images always emerge in pairs, and one of these 

images is mirror-inverted.  Although the number of images must be 

odd, one image is often obscured, so observers see an even number  
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First, An Earthly Analogy...

This is some lensing that I created myself.  It’s not 

gravitational, it’s optical, but it shows some of the same 

effects.  The source object is a flashlight shining through 

a small hole in a sheet of black paper.  The lens is a 

wineglass with its base centered over the hole in the 

black paper.  And the imager is my camera. Because my 

source is really not a point, (I couldn’t make a really small 

clean-edged hole in the paper) we see a mix of effects.  

Note the arcs at 2 and 8 o’clock and also the pair of 

bright images of the source closer to the central “true”

image.  Keep your eyes open for more of the same in the 
un-Earthly imaging that follows.  
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A Ring...

This is a near-perfect real-life example of the diagram I 

showed you earlier.  It is often called an Einstein Ring, 

because this is a configuration that he predicted  about 

50 years before one was actually imaged.  (He also 

predicted that astronomers would probably never be able 

to see an example).  The alignment of source, lens and 

observer is a nearly perfect straight line.  If the line were 

exactly right, the ring would be uniformly bright and better 

centered on the source image.  If the source were truly a 

point, the lens a sphere, and the alignment perfect, the 

central bright spot would not show. This object has no 

name; it has only an index number assigned by the team 

who found it,  the Sloan Lens Survey.
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Another Ring...

Another example of an Einstein Ring.  This one images a 

quasar identified only as B1938+666.  (The Number of 

the Beast?)  This example is not as well-formed as the 

previous one.  Note the image intensification centered at 

1 and 7 o’clock.  
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And... A Dark Matter Ring! ….

This image is not an Einstein Ring. It is a composite of two images, 

one of which was “computationally modeled”, but I’m showing it here 

because it is interesting and unique.  The photographic part of the 

above image shows many spectacular galaxies that are part of this 

cluster, typically appearing slightly tan in color. A close inspection of 

the cluster center shows several unusual and repeated galaxy 

shapes, typically more blue. These are multiple images of a few 

distant galaxies, showing that the cluster is a strong gravitational 

lens. It is the relatively weak distortions of the many distant faint 

blue galaxies all over the image, however, that indicates the 

existence of the dark matter ring. The computationally modeled 

dark matter ring spans about five million light years and been 

digitally superimposed to the image in diffuse blue. An hypothesis 

for the formation of the huge dark matter ring holds that it is a 

transient feature formed when two clusters collided about one billion 

years ago, leaving a ring similar to when a rock is thrown in a pond.
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The Einstein Cross….

(False color - showing radiation intensity)

NASA's Hubble Space Telescope has provided 

astronomers with the most detailed image ever taken of 

this gravitational lensed object, sometimes referred to as 

the "Einstein Cross.” The photograph shows four images 

of a quasar 8 billion light years away which has been 

multiply-imaged by a galaxy (the center image, 400 

million light years away)) acting as a gravitational lens. 

The angular separation between the upper and lower 

images is 1.6 arcseconds. That’s 0.0004 of a degree.
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Faint Arcs….

The lens in this picture is the cluster of galaxies known as 

Abell 2218. The cluster is so massive - 60 trillion solar 

masses  (think about that - 6 followed by 13 zeros times 

the mass of our Sun) - and so compact that some of the 

multiple images of background galaxies are distorted into 

long faint arcs. For example, these are four images of 

one of the background galaxies. The cluster of galaxies 

Abell 2218 is itself about three billion light-years away in 

the northern constellation of Draco. The power of this 

massive cluster telescope has allowed astronomers to 

detect a galaxy at a redshift of 5.58, that’s 12.6 billion 

light years away.  Here it is, magnified about 30 times by 

the lensing.  
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Multiple Images….

In this image there are four blue, loop-shaped objects 

that actually are multiple images of a single distant 

galaxy. They have been multiply-imaged by the dark 

matter in the cluster of yellow, elliptical and spiral 

galaxies near the image's center. The distribution of 

matter in the cluster of galaxies can be studied by the 

appearance and position of these images.   The 

distinctive shape of this background galaxy -- which is 

probably just forming -- has allowed astronomers to 

deduce that it has separate images at 4, 8, 9 and 10 

o'clock  from the center of the cluster. Possibly even the 

blue smudge just left of center is yet another image!  The 

imaging cluster has no name, just a catalog number, 

CL0024+1654.
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Awesome Pictures, But
So What?

Does anything scientifically useful come out 

of this technical area?

Yes!

OK - Is this just exotic art work, or Is there some real 

scientific value inherent in this phenomenon?

The answer is a resounding yes!
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Gravitational Lensing….

• Provides a new and independent way to 

estimate parameters of Hubble’s Law 

• Enables mapping of Dark Matter

• Aids in detecting, finding and studying black 

holes, MACHOs and other faint objects

• Can detect extra-solar planets as small as 

Earth-size

Finding out how far away a star is turns out to be pretty 

tricky.  Hubble (the man, not the space telescope) 

confirmed a way of measuring relative distances to stars 

through red-shift.  But to turn the relative distances to 

absolutes he had to define a relation which now bears his 

name.  Getting a good value for the parameters of that 

law has occupied a lot of astronomers’ time in the last 60 

or 70 years.    Now gravitational lensing gives us a fresh 

way to do it.  Of course we can’t see dark matter - but 

gravitational lensing can help us map it.  There are a lot 

of objects out there that are too faint to see, but 

gravitational lensing helps us to see some of them.  

Extra-solar planet hunting is easiest to do when the 

planets are Jupiter size, but what about Earth-size extra-

solar planets?  Try gravitational lensing! 
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This rich technology has 
become sub-divided into 

three regimes:

• Strong gravitational lensing

• Weak gravitational lensing

• Gravitational microlensing

We will discuss each separately...

Gravitational lensing in its relatively short life as a 

discipline has evolved into three related regimes    Strong 

gravitational lensing   Weak gravitational lensing and  

Gravitational microlensing.  Each has its own technology 

and its own applications, so we will discuss them 

separately  
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Strong Lensing

• Produces multiple images of the same 
point source

• Extended images are severely distorted

• Source, lens, and observer must be well 

aligned

• Lens is usually a cluster of galaxies

• Bending produced by the lens is large 

enough to resolve multiple images

Strong Lensing generally produces multiple images of a 

point source and really distorted images of an extended 

source. good linear alignment of source, lens and 

observer are necessary.  Big lenses, like clusters of 

galaxies produce the best results.  This results in 

significant light bending to help in resolving the multiple 

images.  Here’s an example. 
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An Example Of Strong Lensing

The four bright white points near the center are actually 

images of a single distant quasar. This Hubble Space 

Telescope image is so detailed that even the host galaxy 

surrounding the quasar is visible. Expert inspection of the 

image has  revealed that the arced galaxy at 2 o'clock is 

yet another image of that galaxy. The  cluster of galaxies 

that acts as the lens lies about 7 billion light years distant 

toward the constellation of Leo Minor. 
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Hubble’s Law
(Converts Red-Shift Into Distance)

Light from different images of a quasar travel 

different paths and take different times...

Hubble’s Law is used to calculate a star’s distance by 

measurements of the star’s red-shift - the extent to which the 

Doppler effect of the star’s motion away from us has reddened its 

spectrum.  BTW, Dave Wood’s excellent treatment of the difficult 

task of measuring stellar distances can be found on the LHAG 

website.  Gravitational lensing offers a way to evaluate parameters 

of Hubble’s Law that is independent of previous methods.  Those 

methods depend on measuring the distance to certain types of 

stars, an error-prone process.  This method avoids that.  Using a 

quasar that has two images as a result of lensing, the brightness 

history of each image is recorded separately.  The two histories will 

not be identical, because of the different paths that the light travels 

from quasar to observer - one will be delayed with respect to the 

other because of the longer path length.  Here is an example   Note 

that each history covers many months and that one of the histories 

has been shifted in time in order to achieve a good match in 

brightness amplitudes.  This is real data - the shift for best match 

was 417 days    
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Calculating Hubble’s Law

• Using models of shape and mass 
distribution of lens, one can estimate the 
time delay as a fraction of total travel time

• Determine the actual time delay by matching 
the light curves, and divide it by the fraction, 
giving the total travel time

• Distance = total travel time x speed of light

• Using the red-shift and the distance, 
calculate parameters of Hubble’s Law

• Use Hubble’s Law and measured red-shift of 
other stars to calculate their distance

So, how does one obtain a good estimates for Hubble’s Law to 

use in finding the distance of stars, given their red-shifts. Using 

the data of a double image lensed observation of a variable star, 

estimate the time delay between the image pathways as a fraction

of total travel time.  This is far easier said than done: it involves 

sophisticated math that is beyond my understanding, but the 

gravitational lensing pro’s do it with eclat!  Determine the actual 

time delay by correlating the two brightness curves and divide by 

the delay fraction, giving the total travel time.  Multiply by the 

speed of light, giving the distance.   Plug the red-shift and the 

distance into the equation that relates them and solve for Hubble’s 

Law parameters. Now you can get a star’s distance if you 

measure its red-shift.  And, most important, you didn’t have to rely 

on the so-called Distance Ladder, an estimation method that has 

several compounded assumptions.  Let’s move on to Weak 

Lensing.
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Weak Lensing

• Characterized by a multitude of slightly 
distorted images

• Alignment of source, lens and observer 
not as good as in Strong Lensing

• Statistical analysis can determine lens 
characteristics

• Very weak lensing, due to large-scale 
mass distribution, supports a “cobweb 
and void” concept of the Universe 

In the case of weak lensing one finds lots of slightly 

distorted images  due to poorer alignment of source, lens 

and observer. On extremely large scales, vaster even 

than clusters of galaxies, agglomerations of matter tend 

to be too broad and smooth to act as powerful lenses. 

Any distortion of galaxy images tends to get lost in the 

natural variation of galaxy shapes. But when 

astronomers analyze thousands of galaxies, they can 

use statistical methods to look for tiny but systematic 

distortions. The widespread shearing of galaxy images 

supports the view that the universe is a giant cobweb of 

matter interspersed with voids. 
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An Example Of Weak Lensing

If the lens is not a single galaxy but an entire cluster of galaxies, the 

image can be a kaleidoscope of strongly distorted arcs and arclets.. 

Almost 100 such arc clusters have been identified so far, one of the 

most dramatic being cluster Abell 2218.  With the help of these 

images, astronomers can reconstruct the mass distribution inside

the cluster. The results, like those of other techniques for measuring 

cluster masses, imply that clusters are dominated by unseen dark

matter. In addition, like multiple quasars, arcs can provide estimates 

of cosmological parameters such as the cosmological constant. 

Astronomers at the Max Planck Institute for Astrophysics used the 

number of observed arc systems to measure the cosmological 

constant and came up with a lower value than have scientists using 

other methods. This discrepancy has not yet been explained. 
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An Application of Weak Lensing -

A Map of Dark Matter

This map, published in 2007 by the Cosmic Evolution 

Survey, probes the dark matter distribution over two 

square degrees of sky   In this map, the left end of the 

plot depicts “now” and  the right end is 6.5 billion light 

years distant, so it stretches halfway back to the 

beginning of the universe. The dark matter distribution 

was measured by the weak gravitational lensing of the 

light from visible galaxies by the dark matter.    Over 

500,000 galaxies were involved in the computation. The 

processing technique is called “lensing tomography” and 

bears a logical similarity to medical CAT scanning. 
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Microlensing

• Bending of radiation is generally small

• Lensing usually causes amplification of 

source brightness to some degree 

• Successive measurements of source 

brightness are taken as source and lens  

move with respect to each other

• Peaked brightness curve indicates 

possible MACHO or other faint object

Here we are dealing with situations in which only limited bending is 

taking place  If a MACHO drifts in front of a background star, it will 

magnify that star and create a second image. Observers will often not 

be able to resolve the images, but they will notice a temporary 

brightening.  In pioneering studies, monitoring stars in the Large 

Magellanic Cloud yielded a total of almost two dozen microlensing 

events over seven years. These events lasted from a few weeks to

several months. The number of events, however, was too low to 

explain more than a small fraction of the dark matter, confirming 

studies in other galaxies that their dark matter cannot be made 

entirely of MACHOs. Monitoring stars toward the center of our Milky 

Way yielded more than 500 microlensing events in that direction,

many more than expected. In this case, the lenses were not MACHOs 

but most likely normal stars with low mass. Stellar microlensing can 

even detect planets.  Observers have seen an extra burst of 

brightening that might have been caused by a planet orbiting the lens 

star. Typically the blip lasted a few hours and boosted the brightness 

by a few percent.  Let’s take a look at the MACHO activity in the 

Large Magellanic Cloud first. Then we’ll move onto to planet 

detection. 
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A MACHO Lensing Event

These 12 images from Hubble show the progress of a 

MACHO lensing event.  They read left-to-right, top-to-

bottom. Follow the star indicated by the arrow in the first 

image through the succeeding images.  The MACHO is 

itself invisible but you can see its effect.  The images are 

not equally spaced in time; the whole sequence covers 

90 days.  The time from image 1 to image 7 where 

maximum brightness was achieved (second arrow) was 

34 days.  The decay back the initial state (last arrow) 

took the remainder of the 90 days.  The total 

magnification was about a factor of seven.  The lensed 

star is in the Large Magellanic Cloud; the MACHO is in 

our galaxy’s halo.  You’re wondering about the 

magnification?
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How Does Lensing 
Amplify Brightness?

We need to learn a 
new meaning for the 

word “caustic”

When you’re looking for faint objects, magnification is 

important. We start with appreciating a new sense and 

meaning of the word “caustic”
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Physicist’s definition:

A Caustic is the envelope of light rays 

reflected or refracted by a curved 

surface or object, or the projection of 

that envelope of rays on another 

surface.

Here’s the definition of “Caustic” the noun.  The word 

comes from the Latin “to burn”.  But,  please don’t be put 

off by the complexity of this definition.  There’s a better 

way. 
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A Picture Is Worth 
1,000 Words!

A glass of water A sunlit pond

Gravitational lenses create caustics, too!

You see caustics every day - you just might not know 

what they were called. The reflections from a glass of 

water.  the images in a sun-lit pond. The glass of water 

and the wavy pond surface are lenses.  Well,   

gravitational lenses make caustics too.  In much the 

same way, but generally when the lens is a galaxy or a 

cluster of galaxies, the resulting caustic is more intricate.  

So, how do caustics figure into the process of imaging 

faint objects?
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Detecting Hard-to-Find 
Objects

In the left half of the diagram possible source trajectories 

are shown in different colors with respect to a single 

microlens L with an Einstein radius of theta sub E (the 

radius of the Einstein ring) . On the right are shown the 

light intensity curves of the background source star, 

color-coded to match their corresponding trajectories at 

left.  (Please note that the color-coding has nothing to do 

with the spectral color of the light.)  The light intensity is 

directly proportional to the brightness of the source star, 

and inversely proportional to the shortest distance 

between the trajectory and the star.  What part to 

caustics play in this activity?  Well, suppose that lensing 
star has a planet 
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Caustics and Planet Searches

This diagram shows part of a possible caustic pattern of a gravitational 

lens.  It has been color-coded to show brightness magnification. In 

sequence of brightness magnification from least to greatest are blue, 

green, red and yellow.  The slanted line is the path of a source object as it 

moves relative to the lens.  During its motion, its apparent brightness 

varies according to its position in the caustic magnification diagram.  If 

one plots the brightness during the motion, one gets a picture like this.   

This plot shows the normal peaking of brightness as the star passes the 

lens mass, and superimposed on that curve on its downward slope are 

spikes in brightness caused by crossing the yellow regions of the caustic 

pattern, in this case possibly indicating a planet.  If it weren’t for the 

caustic, those spikes would probably not have been visible and 

measurable and the planet would have gone undiscovered.  As the planet 

revolves around the star the caustic pattern and, consequently the 

brightness curve changes.  Now let’s look at a real situation.
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How To Find A Planet!

This nascent lensing event was first discovered by an observing 

team on 11 July 2005. They immediately alerted other observing 

teams at sites around the Southern Hemisphere.  This extensive 

network kept the event under periodic observation. The various 

colors of data points on the curves code the observing groups.  

The horizontal scale is days, so the full curve covers about 70 

days.  On 10 August the tell-tale planetary bump appeared. Note 

the expanded view of the bump at the upper right. This data 

missed the spikes because the data was not continuous but the 

wider plateau between the spikes was captured.  The mass of the 

planet is about 5.5 times Earth, its sun is 21,500 light years away 

in our galaxy.  The mass of its sun is 0.2 times our Sun.  The 

planet orbits its sun at a radius of 2.6 AU, and takes 11 years for 

a complete orbit.  Its surface temperature is about 48 degrees K. 

That’s 373 degrees F below zero. The planet was the smallest 

and most distant extra-solar planet discovered up to that time.  

So what’s happened since then?  
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”We are getting closer to the 

discovery of an Earth-twin."

Professor Penny Sackett,

Australian Chief Scientist

In 2006 a prediction 
from the leader of the 

discovery team... 

The astronomers working on this microlensing project 

were looking ahead to an interesting objective - finding 

an equivalent of our own planet.  Wouldn’t that be 

exciting!  What’s happened since her prediction?
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As of January 2009

Several smaller planets have 

been discovered, many by using 

gravitational microlensing

The smallest, at 1.4 Earth 
masses, orbits a red dwarf 

star at a distance of 0.72 AU

As a footnote on Earth-size planets, since the discovery 

in 2005 several more have been detected.  Microlensing 

has played a significant part in locating seven of them

Right now the smallest weighs 1.4 times our Earth.  It 

orbits a puny sun at about Venus’s distance from our 

Sun. 

Overall, I think we’ll be seeing (vicariously) a lot of 

interesting things from gravitational lensing in the next 

few years! 
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Enough on extra-solar 
planets...

That’s a whole other 
story...

But one more prediction on 
gravitational lensing... 

That’s enough on extra-solar planets for now. The 

search for them is really a whole other story.  And 

happily, at the October meeting, Dave Woods will be 

giving you a full evening on extra-solar planets.  And 

that’s almost enough on gravitational lensing; just one 

more prediction.   Then it will be time for questions.
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The search for dark matter and dark 
energy is certain to overthrow our 
most basic understanding of the 

cosmos and gravitational lensing will 
continue a lead role in this search.

Evalyn Gates, PhD                  
Author, “Einstein’s Telescope,”
Asst. Director, Kavli Institute 

for Cosmological Physics, 
University of Chicago

This lady knows what she’s talking about!  Listen up!
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Question Time….

? ?
?

?
?

?

??

?

?

If you are interested in following up on anything, I 

can provide the references.  Thanks for your 

attention.  Good Night!


